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Microsurfacing has been utilized in the United States since 1980 as a maintenance treatment for pavement. This paper reviews the benefits, limitations, and factors that contribute to successful applications of microsurfacing. The history of microsurfacing, as well as a definition and process description of the treatment, is included. The body of scientific work on microsurfacing is shown to promote its use in preventative maintenance programs, and the potential for microsurfacing to meet tightening environmental and budgetary restrictions is discussed. Suggestions are given for future research to expand microsurfacing's applications and efficacy stemming from the ability of microsurfacing to be cold-applied and utilize polymers in the bitumen.

1. Introduction

Microsurfacing is a road maintenance tool that involves laying a mixture of dense-graded aggregate, asphalt emulsion (about 7% by weight), water, polymer additive (about 3% by weight), and mineral fillers (about 1% of weight of total dry mix) to correct or prevent certain deficiencies in pavement conditions [1]. In the same category of pavement treatments as seal coating and thin hot mix asphalt (HMA) overlays, microsurfacing treatments cover the entire width of the roadway to which they are applied [2]. The treatment may be as thin as 3/8 inch (9.5 mm), or it can fill wheel ruts up to 2 inches (50.8 mm) deep using multiple passes.

Because of the similar ingredients used in microsurfacing as in slurry seals, microsurfacing is sometimes referred to as a “polymer-modified slurry seal.” The difference, however, is slurry seals cure through a thermal process while microsurfacing uses a chemically controlled curing process [3]. Since the use of a polymer-modified binder results in more stability, microsurfacing can be placed in multistone thicknesses, unlike slurry seals. Due to this thickness, more powerful mixers are needed than those required for slurry seals. In order to provide a uniform flow of the mixture into the spreader box, a twin-shafted paddle or spiral auger is needed [4]. Microsurfacing should not be applied if either the pavement or air temperature is below 50° F (10° C) nor if there is a possibility of the treatment freezing within 24 hours of placement [3]. Microsurfacing is generally classified as a preventative maintenance treatment as opposed to a corrective maintenance treatment [5]. Due to this classification by agencies involved in road repair and maintenance, microsurfacing is most often used as a surface treatment to correct rutting, improve surface friction, and extend pavement life by sealing any cracks in the pavement surface [6].

Developed in Germany in the late 1960s and early 1970s, microsurfacing was pioneered as a way to apply a conventional slurry in thick enough layers to fill deep wheel ruts, but in narrow enough courses so that the expensive road striping lines on the autobahns would not be destroyed (“what is microsurfacing,” n.d.). Introduced to the United States in 1980 after Dr. Frederick Raschig presented his new slurry system, Ralumac, at the International Slurry Surfacing Association (ISSA) convention, microsurfacing is now used throughout Europe, the US, and Australia and is making inroads into many other areas [4, 7]. The main benefit achieved from microsurfacing over alternative pavement treatments results from the polymer-modified asphalt emulsion that chemically speeds evaporation of moisture. This enables it to set in less than one hour in most instances, requires no rolling, and allows traffic to return to the roadway quickly.
2. Microsurfacing as a Tool for Preventative Maintenance

A study by Queiroz et al. [8] demonstrated the relationship between a country’s economic development and well-being and the quality and quantity of its road infrastructure, as Figure 1 illustrates. For the task of creating and maintaining a country’s infrastructure, especially in today’s age of tight budgets and ecological sensitivity, it is crucial that existing roads last as long as possible in order to utilize resources as efficiently as possible. Preventative maintenance of existing roadways has been shown to be the most financially efficient use of available resources [9].

Many studies have been done with the goal of developing a set of criteria which will accurately guide decision-makers in choosing a preventative maintenance strategy that produces the most cost-effective improvements in pavement quality and life [10–18]. Depending on which model or analytical tool is used, answers vary on which treatment is best under a certain set of conditions. The life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) has been used widely over the last decade by agencies to evaluate road infrastructure projects [10]. Chan et al. [18] report that “the literature is limited in examining the effectiveness of state department of transportation (DOT) life-cycle cost analysis in projecting and picking the pavement alternative with the lowest life-cycle costs.” Whether or not effective strategies are in place for choosing the best treatment, the importance of using preventative maintenance treatments is agreed upon as crucial to providing an affordable and usable road system [13, 15]. Among different preventative maintenance treatments, microsurfacing is known to have economical and ecological advantages when used correctly [19].

2.1. Definition. Preventative maintenance (PM) is performed early in a pavement’s life cycle and defined as a “program strategy intended to arrest light deterioration, retard progressive failures, and reduce the need for routine maintenance” [15]. PM is differentiated from corrective maintenance which is performed after some deficiency manifests in the pavement [15]. The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Synthesis 223 indicates that for every dollar spent on preventative maintenance at the correct time in a pavement’s life cycle, $3–4 in future rehabilitation costs could be saved [5]. As shown in Figure 2, these future rehabilitation costs are now $6–10 saved for every $1 spent on preventative maintenance [20].

An effective PM program should include periodic application of preventive maintenance treatments. In order to be cost-effective, preventive maintenance techniques should regularly be analyzed in order to determine if they are achieving their goal efficiently and economically in light of advancing technology. Microsurfacing to date, when applied by highly trained professionals, can extend pavement life by more than ten years, but often performs poorly when applied using subpar workmanship and practices [21].

2.2. Process. When utilizing microsurfacing as a treatment to existing flexible pavement, the first step is to ensure the pavement is structurally sound and able to be prepared properly to accept the treatment. Proper preparation of the pavement surface includes cleaning and sealing tight cracks, filling wide cracks, and thoroughly brooming and cleaning the pavement to remove loose dirt and contaminants. A tack coat is not normally applied but can be required in specific applications. The application requires a continuous-flow mixing unit, a multiblade, double-shafted mixer, and a spreader box.

The microsurfacing is mixed in the continuous-flow mixing unit which accurately mixes the materials and discharges the microsurfacing on a continuous-flow basis. The mixture is spread uniformly by a spreader box with a rear seal as the final strike off and is automatically feathered at the edges. When filling ruts that are deeper than one pass will fill, 24
hours must pass to allow the microsurfacing to cure under traffic before placing additional material [3].

3. A Review of Microsurfacing

3.1. Limitations. Factors that reportedly limit the application of microsurfacing consist of established limitations and debated limitations that may act more as suggested guidelines for use. Microsurfacing is shown to be most effective under certain conditions as Labi et al. [22] demonstrated that treatment effectiveness is influenced by climate, traffic loading and highway class, with greater long-term effectiveness generally associated with lower freeze and traffic conditions, and lower pavement class. While this appears to indicate microsurfacing would not be suitable for use on high-traffic roadways, there is a comparable decrease in efficiency of other treatments under heavy traffic loads. Watson and Jared [23] found microsurfacing to perform well for 3-4 years on heavily travelled roads, and Wood and Geib [24] found microsurfacing treatments can be expected to last at least seven years when placed on medium-to-high-volume roads. Additionally, Peshkin et al. [25] stated that microsurfacing is very successful on both low- and high-volume roadways and is recommended for night applications on heavy-traffic streets ([26], n.d.).

In addition to differing reports on traffic load, reports on the effect of pretreated pavement conditions on microsurfacing are also incongruent. The concerns in literature are enough to place this in the limitations section of microsurfacing, although a case can be made on both sides. Hixon and Ooten [27] found that microsurfacing may have a moderate resistance to reflective cracking although it provides no increase in the load-supporting ability of pavement. Temple et al. [28] also reported significantly fewer cracks detected after treatment with microsurfacing. Watson and Jared [23] concluded that microsurfacing may be suitable for use on cracked pavements in lieu of more conventional rehabilitations such as crack sealing, leveling and double-surface treatments, while Raza [29] also stated that microsurfacing will address cracking. Bae and Stoffels [30] concluded that microsurfacing could be a cost-effective maintenance technique for cracks for one year, and that if more than 3 cracks were detected in the field, microsurfacing would still be a cost-effective maintenance method for any severity crack level. Reflective cracking is the most serious threat to microsurfacing. As other types of cracks may not be structural, much of the debate centers on addressing this type of crack with microsurfacing. Marquis [31] does not claim microsurfacing will stop reflective cracking but does report that microsurfacing slows the progression of reflective cracking. However, other studies are not as optimistic about microsurfacing's ability to positively affect cracking as Kazmierowski and Bradbury [21] declared that it does not inhibit reflective cracking or provide structural support. It is suggested that premature failure of microsurfacing is normally due to placement on unstable, cracked, dirty, or poorly prepared surfaces (resulting in delamination) [32]. Additionally, in a study performed for the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) on six maintenance treatments, microsurfacing was shown to perform the worst at stopping cracks when the base pavement was in poor condition upon application [33]. A reasonable conclusion may be that microsurfacing may at times be used on structurally deficient roads, but it is done so as a stop gap and to limit water intrusion into existing cracks until money is available for more extensive repairs. This fact makes applying microsurfacing treatments at the correct time of the pavement lifecycle paramount, before structural issues develop.

An undisputed limitation of microsurfacing is that it does not level humps in the road. Microsurfacing will fill depressions and ruts but cannot address humps and will, in fact, reproduce a hump in the treatment surface. Any humps should be leveled before applying microsurfacing, and any pothole or crack patches should not be left high [24].

Such limitations are overcome by utilizing timely and appropriate applications of microsurfacing [21]. Untimely applications should be avoided if at all possible as pavement rehabilitation done at the appropriate time often does not require an increase in the pavement's structural strength or thickness, but mainly a restoration or rejuvenation of
its riding surface. When these limitations are considered, microsurfacing has been proven to be a powerful and versatile tool in pavement preventative maintenance.

3.2. Benefits. Microsurfacing generally receives positive reports in scientific literature. Most studies done on the effectiveness of microsurfacing encourage its use as a preventative maintenance treatment [6, 22, 23, 27, 34–37]. Per contra, emphasis is placed on the importance of applying microsurfacing at the correct time in a pavement’s life cycle to achieve maximum durability and cost-effectiveness before the pavement has deteriorated structurally [5, 15, 25, 34, 38, 39].

One of the early studies done on microsurfacing in the United States foreshadowed the favorable conclusions of further research by recommending that microsurfacing be approved for routine use in restoring flexible pavements to fill surface ruts and cracks, seal the surface, and restore skid resistance [6]. The Georgia DOT had great success with microsurfacing in correcting smoothness and friction deficiencies, and stopping raveling and load cracking without an increase in pavement noise levels. A good aesthetic value was also achieved with these applications [23].

When a composite index score was calculated based on 11 performance criteria, microsurfacing had the highest score out of thin HMA overlays, slurry seals, and chip seals [40]. Hicks et al. [15] also documented microsurfacing as an appropriate maintenance strategy for more types of pavement distress than any other commonly used strategy, as well as having a longer life expectancy than all but thin HMA overlays which cost 30% more. HMA overlay is the treatment that most consistently vies with microsurfacing at addressing the broadest range of defects in the most durable manner. The ISSA reports that to address rutted and polished pavement, microsurfacing costs $17,600 per lane mile, while milling and HMA cost $50,000 per lane mile ([41], n.d.). Also, Labi et al. [22] found that in terms of agency costs, microsurfacing is consistently more cost-effective than thin HMA overlays. It is noteworthy that Marquis [31] concluded overall microsurfacing is performing as well as 9.5 mm HMA at a lower cost. Labi et al. [22] reported that severe climate has deleterious effects on microsurfacing. This is true of any treatment, however and Reincke et al. [42] reported that microsurfacing will resist deformation, and, because of the polymer content, will also resist movement at high temperatures and cracking at low temperatures. Additionally, Kazmierowski and Bradbury [21] indicated microsurfacing performs well in a wet-freeze environment. Ducasse et al. [43] revealed that enhancing the binder with SBR latex will improve the temperature susceptibility of the binder, although it is not to be applied if freezing is a possibility. Ducasse et al. [43] also pointed out that worker safety is improved due to the cold application.

Reincke et al. [42] and Ducasse et al. [43] both commented on microsurfacing’s lower-energy requirement due to ambient temperature applications, lack of harmful emissions associated with HMAs, and conservation of the nonrenewable resources asphalt cement and aggregates because of its thin lift volume. Along these ecological lines, after performing an ecoefficiency analysis, Takamura et al. [19] concluded that microsurfacing “provides a better balance between cost-effectiveness and environmental impact than does a thin hot mix overlay.” After microsurfacing in the York region of Canada, Erwin and Tighe [34] found positive safety effects, including crash reduction factors as high as 54%, and suggested more research to be done on the appreciable safety benefits gained from microsurfacing.

Improvements in rutting and friction characteristics are the most frequently mentioned benefits gained from microsurfacing [6, 23, 27, 34, 44]. Hixon and Ooten [27] found a 40% reduction in the amount of original rutting and substantial increases in the friction characteristics of the pavement. In the aforementioned TxDOT study, microsurfacing was shown to perform most efficiently at reducing bleeding and increasing pavement condition index [33]. Similarly to Freeman et al., Temple et al. [28] found microsurfacing produced a higher PCI and maintained it longer than chip sealing. Conventional thin asphaltic concrete overlays are expensive and often do not perform well in harsh environments. Also, chip seals, in addition to their performance limitations, are often associated with windshield breakage and increased noise, while microsurfacing does not suffer from either of these limitations to the same degree [21].

Microsurfacing allows for rapid opening of roadways to traffic, often within 1 hour or less of its application under a range of conditions [45]. Reports of a great reduction in ride roughness support microsurfacing’s immediate benefits [35], while additional benefits are seen over time as microsurfacing effectively addresses rutting, increases ride quality, and has a significant service life [44]. Labi et al. [44] found that the superiority of microsurfacing in terms of cost is most evident when treatment life is the measure of effectiveness, and least evident when increased pavement condition is used compared to thin HMA overlays. This further strengthens the fact that the benefits seen with microsurfacing are appreciated over time when compared to alternative treatments. Microsurfacing is aesthetically pleasing to people as it restores a black appearance to roadways [23]. Microsurfacing requires no adjustment of curb lines, manholes, guide rails, or bridge clearances due to its thin lift height [42].

Additional benefits from microsurfacing can be seen when indirect cost savings are extracted from the literature. Reincke et al. [42] pointed out that the problem of broken windshields from loose aggregate occurring with other maintenance treatments does not happen with microsurfacing, thereby limiting costly claims after a project. When describing the safety benefits observed on roads that received microsurfacing treatments, Erwin and Tighe [34] also mentioned the financial ramifications of microsurfacing’s reduction of automobile crashes, which cost the United States $164 billion in 2008.

Overall, literature appears to demonstrate that microsurfacing provides the best balance of effectiveness, cost, number of deficiencies for which it addresses, and potential for future development of any preventative maintenance treatment.
3.3. Factors Contributing to Success. While some limitations of microsurfacing are debated, there is no doubt that an ideal set of conditions for successful application of the treatment exists. In order to limit qualifying every statement with a note about whether agreement is unanimous on the following suggestions, this section should be considered more as a best-practices guide which needs not apply when applying microsurfacing in unusual, debated, or extreme scenarios. In this section, recommendations will be stated as fact, but the reader should understand that there may be researchers that could take exception to certain suggestions in light of the aforementioned debates.

Factors that contribute to the successful use of microsurfacing are well documented. Research suggests that the distribution of the sub-no. 200 (75 micron) fraction is critical to control the reaction rate in microsurfacing emulsions [46]. Due to the fastset of microsurfacing, aggregate characteristics influence quality much more than in conventional slurry seals [15]. Hixon and Ooten [27] reported that applications of microsurfacing in layers of 1.1–1.5" (25.4–38.1 mm) exhibit flushing, rerut, and crack more than lower profile lifts and, therefore, recommend filling deep ruts in two passes.

Critical components to ensure the success of a microsurfacing project include a comprehensive mix design process, quality materials, and the use of a knowledgeable and experienced contractor [21]. Olsen (n.d.) also reported that workmanship is a key factor in the effectiveness of microsurfacing treatments. Other studies have shown that microsurfacing performance is strongly affected by workmanship, and the condition of the pavement at the time of application is the most important factor contributing to success ([15, 35, 47, 48], n.d.). Pederson et al. [6] categorically stated that the quality of a finished microsurfacing project depends greatly on the skill of the operator and crew.

When used as a preventive maintenance treatment on pavements in relatively good condition, microsurfacing may last 7 to 10 years, although longer life times have been claimed [37]. On average, however, the life expectancy of a microsurfacing treatment is 5 to 7 years [49]. When applied in ruts, the life of the treatment is dependent on the stability of the microsurfacing, traffic level, and the condition of the underlying pavement [22, 35]. The main mechanism of failure is wear in which the surface oxidizes and is abraded over time [50].

Microsurfacing should not be placed on highly deflecting surfaces, cracked surfaces, pavements with base failures, or on dirty or poorly prepared surfaces (resulting in delamination) [32]. As is true of most PM treatments, microsurfacing is much more effective when used on noninterstate and flexible pavements as opposed to interstate and rigid pavements [13].

The body of scientific evidence reveals known limitations and benefits to microsurfacing and certain factors contributing to the success of microsurfacing treatments. There is certainly a need, however, to further identify the techniques contractors have utilized which have led researchers to determine that workmanship is a crucial factor in determining the success of microsurfacing. Such understanding can only be obtained by interviewing contractors who have done the work both successfully and unsuccessfully, then isolating the key variables that create the two outcomes.

3.4. The Future of Microsurfacing. We are currently in a time when both economic and ecologic efficiency are hot-button issues receiving enormous attention in politics, the private sector, and the media. With increasing demands on the world’s infrastructure, it is imperative for decision makers to wisely utilize funds [25, 51] while also balancing the demands of citizens for environmental sensitivity. Of the preventative maintenance treatments that can effectively and efficiently prolong the service life of roadways, microsurfacing is best poised to meet the increasing demands placed upon such projects.

Much has been written on how to determine when microsurfacing should be applied to pavements in order to limit the application of treatments to pavements too far gone to benefit. The other key factor contributing to the success of microsurfacing is workmanship. Guides have been written ([4, 48], n.d.) outlining what good workmanship entails, but there are still applications that are applied with poor workmanship. In a meeting on microsurfacing mix design procedures in 2004, ([52], February 25), Glynn Holleran pointed out that the French requires a one-year warranty with their microsurfacing projects, and that instituting that requirement would be in the United States as one means of quality assurance. Would such a requirement address this key aspect of success and be affective in improving the workmanship on microsurfacing projects? Shober et al. [53] conducted a study and found that asphaltic concrete pavement that was warranted by the contractor had an international roughness index (IRI) that was 41% better, and a pavement distress index (PDI) that was 56% better, after three years than nonwarranted pavements. This makes a strong case that requiring warranties on all microsurfacing treatments should be common practice in order to improve the workmanship and, therefore, the success of these treatments.

Allan [7] stated that one of the greatest challenges for our industry is to be able to meet the ever-changing environmental regulations. Cold-applied-non-polluting maintenance products for road systems will definitely be used. The ISSA reports that microsurfacing emits 1/4 the potential of HMA and 1/3 the potential of modified HMA with regards to kilograms of ethene, carbon dioxide, and kilograms of nitrogen dioxide when measured per lane mile ([41], n.d.). Sinha and Labi [54] similarly stated the impact of environmentally friendly PM treatments by pointing out the monetary costs of air pollution and the global agreements on air quality standards and air-quality legislation. Takamura et al. [19] concluded that a small improvement in durability of the microsurfacing would result in significant cost and ecological advantages, and that future improvements in microsurfacing technologies could lead to additional cost and environmental advantages. Along the same lines with regards to microsurfacing, Allan [7] predicts that the possibilities for the inclusion of performance-enhancing additives above and beyond those already available will greatly impact the equipment used in the future. One such study by
Holleran and Reed [55] looked at improving the crack resistance of microsurfacing by increasing polymer content, as well as adding fibers to the binders. They found that while fibers do not help, certain polymers do increase flexibility and cracking resistance of microsurfacing, especially in association with asphalt rubber crumb. More studies need to be done on ways to make microsurfacing less susceptible to reflective cracking, effectively addressing one of the two factors that contribute most to failure of this treatment.

### 4. Conclusion

This paper was a comprehensive study of the microsurfacing with a thorough review of literature on the topic. Microsurfacing is still an important player in the preventative maintenance of the nation’s roadways. Even more importantly, microsurfacing is poised above all other treatments to meet the challenges of increasingly strict environmental regulations and budgetary restrictions the paving industry faces in the coming years. While microsurfacing does have limitations, the potential to develop additives to minimize or overcome these limitations is great. With regard to environmental impact, microsurfacing is also a nonpolluting, cold-applied, zero-emissions treatment that is well ahead of treatments with similar durability.

This paper recommends research be done to identify additives that will enhance the already considerable usefulness and durability of microsurfacing in order to increase its cost-effectiveness. Additionally, research is needed to improve the “greenness” of microsurfacing through the use of unique and sustainable ingredients. This research should begin now so the treatments will be ready when the upcoming regulations require changes to the current PM practices.
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